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Welcome to the second newsletter!
Although I hope that this newsletter will continue for
many years to come, this is the final time that I write
the introduction. I will soon step down as Head of
Department and take on a new role as Deputy Head
of the School of Engineering Sciences (the new Head
of School is introduced elsewhere in this newsletter).
The transition will occur during the first half of the
Spring term 2020 and my replacement will be
announced as soon as possible.
I have greatly
enjoyed my time as Head of Department and I look
forward to continued interactions with many of you in
my new role at School-level. Oh, and by the way, you’ll
still see me around at AlbaNova since I plan to remain
active in research and teaching!

Thanks for your contributions to the Department
during 2019 and I wish you a relaxing Christmas
and New Year break.
- Mark Pearce,
Head of Department

NEW PROFESSOR - SANDHYA CHOUBEY
Sandhya Choubey did her PhD at the Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, India and
worked as a postdoc at University of Southampton, UK, at SISSA, Italy and at
University of Oxford, UK. She joined Harish Chandra Research Institute, India as a
member of the physics faculty in 2006, where she was a professor before being
recruited to KTH as a "kallad" professor in November this year. She was previously
guest professor at KTH.
Her research interests lie in the field of theoretical particle physics with specialization
in neutrino physics and dark matter physics. She has been working extensively in the
area of neutrino oscillations and more recently her research has focused on dark
matter.
In particular, she has been working on dark matter detection as well as on explaining via model building
the observed dark matter along with the other signals such as neutrino masses and mixing, baryon
asymmetry of the universe and inflation. She has also worked in the area of neutrino cosmology, neutrinoless double beta decay, supernova neutrinos and ultra- high energy neutrinos.
At KTH she plans to continue her research in theoretical particle physics and will be looking to establish
synergies with the other members of the Particle and Astroparticle division, thereby developing the overall
research environment of the group. She will be actively involved in teaching as well as mentoring and
supervision of students and postdocs.
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NEW TRANSFORMATIVE AGREEMENT WITH ELSEVIER ENABLES UNLIMITED
OPEN ACCESS TO SWEDISH RESEARCH
All KTH researchers will be able to publish in Elsevier journals from January 1, 2020. The Bibsam
Consortium is signing a Read & Publish agreement with the scientific publisher Elsevier. This means that
KTH researchers will have access to the publisher's 2000 journals once more. In addition, all Swedish
research articles will be published open access.
The previous agreement with Elsevier was terminated in 2018, as Bibsam and Elsevier were unable to reach
a solution that met both parties’ requirements for sustainable prices and open access. But after
negotiations, a new agreement is now in place that meets Bibsam’s requirements and reflects fair value for
both sides.
For more information, click here for news on KTH website.

NEW HEAD OF SCI SCHOOL FROM JANUARY 1ST 2020
The president of KTH, Sigbritt Karlsson, has appointed Professor Sandra Di Rocco
as the new Head of School for SCI. Read more about Sandra here:
https://www.kth.se/profile/dirocco

SWEDISH RESEARCH COUNCIL GRANTS 2019
Congratulations to:
- Jens Bardarson (condensed matter theory), “Twisted Weyl wires” (3.2 Mkr)
- Bo Cederwall, Torbjörn Bäck, Ayse Nyberg (nuclear physics), “Nucleon correlations in atomic nuclei near
the limits of stability” (3.2 Mkr)
- Pär Olsson (nuclear engineering), Igor Abrikosov (Linköping), Marjorie Bertolus (CEA), Sergei Dudarev (UK),
Pavel Korzhavy (KTH), “Magnetism and chemical disorder in GenIV-nuclear materials” (5.8 Mkr)
- Debora Trombetta (nuclear physics), “Fast neutron and gamma-ray time correlations for nuclear
safeguards in Gen-IV systems” (4 Mkr, starting grant).

NEW STAFF AT THE DEPARTMENT
New staff at the Department since the last newsletter,
welcome!
Sandhya Choubey, professor, Particle and Astroparticle
Physics
Fredrik Dehlin, Research engineer, Nuclear Engineering
Jana Petrovic, PhD student, Nuclear Physics
Daniel Karlsson, PhD student, Nuclear Physics

UPCOMING EVENTS AT THE
DEPARTMENT
Lecture
December 13th, 16.15 in Oskar Klein Auditorium. "My
Life in Physical Cosmology" with James Peebles (Nobel
Laureate 2019)

Congratulations to Walter Villanueva who
became Docent in Physics with specialisation in
Nuclear Power Safety on 10th December. A
Docent lecture will be held in the new year.

ADMINISTRATIVE DEADLINES
At the end of the year, there are several
deadlines to remember.
You can find all administrative deadlines on
SCI-web page. Click here.

Merry Christmas
& A Happy New Year!

